
WRITE A TONE PARAGRAPH FEATURING ONE TONE, ONE DIDLS, AND ONE EXAMPLE OF TEXTUAL EVIDENCE.

WRITTEN ANALYSIS – OUTCOME A

BENCHMARK 2 PREP



THE BUNKER OR MOST IMPORTANT PASSAGE

Describe life for the father 
and son between the time 
they lose the cart and they 
find the bunker.

Reread pages 131-137.

 What do you notice?

http://we-have-notes-and-theories.tumblr.com/post/111310588349/apocalypse-theory


WRITTEN ANALYSIS – OA/B3 PREP

 On your own, write a well-developed mini
paragraph analyzing McCarthy’s tone and theme. 

 Include:

 Claim/thesis

 Text type, title, & author

 One DIDLS device used to create tone

 Tone word toward subject 

 Theme

 Context

 Integrated Evidence (one direct, cited quote)

 Analysis

 Use formal language.

In the song “Savages,” composer Stephen Schwartz utilizes 

indignant diction to create a critical tone toward the settlers’ 

mistreatment of the Natives demonstrating people often dislike 

others who appear different. Throughout the song, the colonists 

and Natives are preparing to battle. Neither side is portrayed in a 

positive light, rather the composer criticizes the inaccurate 

stereotypes used to fuel hatred. For example, although they have 

had limited interactions, the European colonists believe they are 

superior to their enemy. One of the settlers describes the Native 

Americans as “filthy little heathens” (Schwartz 2). The usage of 

derogatory terms associated with dirtiness and uncivilized 

behavior, such as “filthy” and “heathens,” reveals the Europeans’ 

intense distaste for the Natives. The diction “little” also  

showcases the colonists’ haughty attitude, which the composer 

condemns, by comparing the Natives as smaller and therefore less 

than the colonists by comparison. These harsh judgments lead to 

heightened animosity and violence between the groups even 

though they are based on nothing more than physical differences.



ORGANIZING 

Claim: 

 In The Road, Cormac McCarthy uses [adjective]

[DIDLS device] to convey a [tone word] tone 

towards [subject] demonstrating [theme].



ORGANIZING 

 Claim

Provide 1-2 sentences of context.

Consider your audience may not have read The 
Road. What background information is necessary 
to understand your evidence? Consider character, 
conflict, and setting at that moment you are including.



ORGANIZING 
 Claim

 Context

Integrate evidence with blended lead-in and 
MLA in-text citation.

Ex:  After they find the bunker, the father quietly 
approaches the boy and directs, “wait here” (McCarthy 
132).

Blend your words + novel’s words = 1 sentence



ORGANIZING 

 Claim

 Context

 Integrated evidence (blended sentence)

Analyze evidence by arguing/explaining:

How the DIDLS example conveys the chosen tone

toward a subject? Discuss common associations.

How the evidence reveals the theme? Connect to 

claim/thesis.



EXAMPLE PARAGRAPH

 In the song “Savages,” composer Stephen Schwartz utilizes indignant diction to create a critical tone toward the settlers’ 

mistreatment of the Natives demonstrating people often dislike others who appear different. Throughout the song, the colonists 

and Natives are preparing to battle. Neither side is portrayed in a positive light, rather the composer criticizes the inaccurate 

stereotypes used to fuel hatred. For example, although they have had limited interactions, the European colonists believe they 

are superior to their enemy. One of the settlers describes the Native Americans as “filthy little heathens” (Schwartz 2). The

usage of derogatory terms associated with dirtiness and uncivilized behavior, such as “filthy” and “heathens,” reveals the 

Europeans’ intense distaste for the Natives. The diction “little” also  showcases the colonists’ haughty attitude, which the 

composer condemns, by comparing the Natives as smaller and therefore less than the colonists by comparison. These harsh 

judgments lead to heightened animosity and violence between the groups even though they are based on nothing more than 

physical differences.


